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Abstract 
This research had an objective to find out whether the English textbook of 
technical vocational high school is suitable for Ur’s criteria. The method 
used in this research was a descriptive quantitative method. The object in 
this research was an English book at the Vocational High School (SMK) 
entitled English in Mind Second Edition – Student’s book 3. The data were 
analyzed by the instrument of this research namely a table checklist 
consisting of a good criteria of English textbook by Ur (1996). The findings 
showed that the textbook met the criteria by Ur (1996) with a score of 55. It 
means that this textbook has level of a fair textbook, so this textbook could 
be used for technical vocational high school. This textbook fulfilled 11 
criteria of 20 criteria by Ur (1996). Meanwhile, 9 criteria were unavailable in 
the textbook. Therefore, it is a challenge for the teacher in using the 
textbook for English teaching and learning. The teacher should complete 
the unavailable criteria of textbook by adding the materials or media from 
others. Finally, the researcher suggests that this research can be references 
to find detailed information about this textbook by using other theories of 
textbook assessment. 
Keywords: English Textbook, Suitability, Ur’s criteria. 
 
A. Introduction 

In Indonesia, English has become one of the most widely taught 
foreign languages in Indonesia formal school. English subjects are still intact 
as one of the national curricula. As time has passed since 2014, there has 
been a change in the curriculum in Indonesia, a new curriculum called 
curriculum 2013 or K-13, has been implemented in all schools in Indonesia. 
The 2013 curriculum it self is different from the previous curriculum called 
KTSP (School Based Level Curriculum). The implementation of this new 
curriculum requires adaptation in various aspects, including textbooks. 

Specific requirements and regulations must be followed by the 
school project to achieve the objectives of the 2013 curriculum including 
syllabus, lesson plans, teaching materials, and classroom teaching 
strategies. One of the regulation set by the government is the Regulation 
of the Minister of National Education and Culture (permendikbud) number 
71 of 2013 article 1. The regulation states that the government provides 
textbooks for teacher and students for subjects. Based on this policy, all 
schools must use textbooks based on the 2013 curriculum developed by 
the government. These textbooks can be easily downloaded from the 
Ministry of Education and Culture website. 

To meet the needs of learning English, various textbooks are 
available that can be used by both teachers and students. Anderson 
(2007) in Mutiara Ayu and Rita Indrawati (2018) defines content analysis as 
applicable to various studies including language studies, which is 
concerned with analyzing the content of certain materials thorough 
classification, tabulation and evaluation. 
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The aim of learning English is to achieve the competencies targeted 
by teachers both in High School and in Vocational High Schools. For 
instance, in learning English, students must be able to master some 
important components of communication that will be conducted namely 
speakers, listeners, and utterances (Suhadi et al., 2021). Baluqiah & 
Fransiska (2020) specified three factors that affect the successful of 
teaching and learning process to achieve the aim namely students, 
lecturer and material. Moreover, the achievement of competences may 
depend more on many components, such as teachers, students, media, 
classroom, schools’ infrastructure, teachers’ instructions, availability of 
appropriate teaching materials, and others. Teaching and learning 
objectives will be achieved if all these components are met because the 
are interconnected, in teaching and learning activities the teacher 
requires the media used to perfect teaching.  

Teaching and learning is a process of delivering knowledge, skills and 
attitudes from teacher to students in the classroom (Nurcholis et al., 2021). 
Teaching and learning activites in the classroom cannot be separated 
from the important role of teaching materials. The Minister of National 
Education suggests that teaching materials are learning materials used to 
helps students learn. The material in question can be in the form of written 
material or unwritten material. By using teaching materials, the learning 
process in the classroom will be better and the learning objectives are 
easier to convey by the teacher and students will better understand the 
teaching materials they will learn. Textbooks are a form of media or 
teaching materials used by teachers to help maximize the learning process 
in the classroom. Media is one component that has an important role in the 
teaching and learning process, especially English. One of the media is a 
textbook which is widely used by teachers as a guide in the teaching 
English. Textbooks are designed by the government claiming that they 
meet curriculum requirements, syllabus, student needs in addition to 
textbooks providing a source of ELT material available for teachers to focus 
on doing the actual teaching work. Textbooks must be in accordance with 
the applicable curriculum, school syllabus with the needs of students and 
the aims and objective of teaching. 

A textbook is one of the most important media for teachers and 
students. Teachers can plan teaching materials systematically and 
efficiently because textbooks provide goals and objectives for each 
lesson. Teachers can prepare and develop learning materials and 
classroom activities effectively. As for students, textbooks can help them as 
a refrence in learning so that they can do independent study outside of 
schools’ session. Textbooks are important because they greatly affect the 
learning process in the classroom. 

In learning English, the most frequently used teaching materials are 
textbooks. The number of uses of textbooks is caused by several factors. 
First, textbooks are one of the affordable teaching materials when 
compared to other teaching materials. Textbooks are also very easy to 
obtain and sell commercially. Second, textbooks have an important role in 
academic growth and can support the success of students in the learning 
process at all levels of education (Azizifar et al.2010) in (Ari Hidayat 2020). 
Third, textbooks are very helpful as a guide and supporter in the teaching 
and learning process (Ur, 1991:184). Fourth, Nurdeani (2014) argues that 
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texbooks are very important for teachers who are not able or not ready to 
make their own teaching materials based on good textbook writing 
standards. 

According to Cunningsworth (1995) many difficulties were found in 
choosing the right textbooks and teaching materials. He added that since 
the availability of various kinds of English textbooks with various publishers, 
it has become a challenge to determine the right choice of textbooks. 

Thus, if the textbook does not match the criteria for a good textbook, 
the learning objectives will not be achieved. According to Riangsari (2015: 
2) in (Ari Hidayat 2020) ‘the fact is that textbooks that are used supposed 
to help the learning process actually have material substance that is not 
correct and has an impact on students’ confusion in the learning process.’ 
This means that there are still some books that are not in accordance with 
the needs of students or with the criteria of a good textbook. Therefore, 
teachers must be selective in choosing textbooks. In addition, the teachers 
must also be able to teach well after choosing the right textbook. They must 
be able to take advantage of the role of textbooks as supporting teaching 
materials in the learning and teaching process. The combination of a good 
textbook and the expertise of a teacher will be an important factor to 
achieve learning objectives and improve student achievement. Students 
without a textbook wiil depend on the teacher (Ur, 1991: 184). 

Based on the previous explanation, the researcher is quite interested 
to analyze the English textbook, especially the English textbook used in 
vocational high school because of its English learning objective. 
Vocational school has really crucial English learning objectives to be used 
directly in their work field. Students are required to gain the 
ability/competency in using language for communication especially 
related to their work field later. In this case, the researcher selects to 
analyze the textbook used in teaching learning English at vocational high 
school entitled “English in Mind (Second Edition) Student’s Book 3”. 

A textbook affects the achievement of learning objectives. If the 
textbook match the criteria for a good textbook, the learning objectives of 
vocational schoold will be achieved. Considering that the textbook is 
important for learning objective, this study aims to know whether the English 
textbook of the technical vocational high school followed the criteria of a 
good textbook. In this study, the researcher uses Ur’s theory to assess how 
good the textbooks because the theory consists of all aspects including 
internal and external aspects of the textbooks.  

 
 

B. Research Methodology 
The design used in this research was a descriptive quantitative 

method. The object in this research was an English book at the Vocational 
High School (SMK). The book used was English book entitled English in Mind 
Second Edition – Student’s book 3 published by the Curriculum and Books 
Center, Research and Development Agency and Books, Ministry of 
Education, culture, research and technology. The instrument of this 
research was a table checklist consisting of a good criteria of English 
textbook by Ur (1996). The data collection techniques of in this study were 
document analysis techniques and note-taking techniques. In document 
analysis technique, the researcher analyzed the English textbook in 
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accordance with the criteria of a good textbook based on Ur theory. Then, 
the researcher used the note-taking techniques as a companion to the 
document analysis method.  

The analysis was carried out systematically and logically starting 
from reading, viewing and reviewing the available data. After all the data 
had been studied and examined, in addition to reviewing the data, then 
the next step was coding, namely giving certain codes or marks that were 
important points or things related to the discussion of this research. After 
coding, the next step was compiling the results of the coding in a 
relationship pattern so that was easy to understand. In addition, the 
researcher continued to count the score of table checklist on ‘Yes’ colomn 
which showed how much the textbook fulfilled the criteria. The formula for 
the score can be seen as follows (Suryani, 2015).  

 
Score  = !"#$%	'()*'	+,)-.%/*#	

0$1/2$%	'()*!-,)-.%/*#
	𝑥100 

 
After that, the researcher interpreted the score to know how good 

the textbook is based on the scoring categories adapted from Reinildis 
Atjna Cyntia Rynanta and Suharmanto Ruslan (2013) cited in Suryani 
(2015) below: 

Table 1. Scoring Category of Textbook Criteria  
Range of Score  Category 

10-40 Poor 
41-60 Fair 
61-80 Good 
81-100 Excellent 

 
C. Findings and Discussion  
Findings 

In analysis the textbook, the researcher followed several criteria 
proposed by Ur (1996). It aims to find out whether the English textbook of 
technical vocational high school is suitable to Ur’s criteria. The result of data 
analysis showed the number of available criterion in the textbook marked 
by checklist on ‘Yes’ coloumn is 11. Meanwhile, the unavailable criterion 
consists of 9 criteria which are not fulfilled by the book.  The score can be 
counted by the following formula.  

 
Score  = 33

45
	𝑥100 = 55 

The score of the textbook assessment is 55, so the textbook is 
categorized as a fair textbook based on the scoring category of textbook 
criteria. The criteria fulfilled by the textbook are; 

1) The approach is educationally and socially acceptable to the target 
community 

The textbook entitled English in Mind Second Edition – Student’s book 
3 contains the approach which is educationally and socially acceptable 
to students of vocational schools. The approach of this book is contextual 
approach where students are oriented to improve their skill in listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. Thus, the approach of the textbook is 
acceptable to students because this book focuses on four skills (listening, 
speaking, writing and reading). So it is beneficial in their daily life.  
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2) The layout is clear and attractive (the print is easy to read) 
The layout of the textbook entitled English in Mind Second Edition – 

Student’s book 3 is clear and attractive. It is clear because the words and 
picture sizes are acceptable and readable. It is also attractive because 
the book is colorful. Every picture has realistic color and it is suitable based 
on the context of the textbook. All units have clear and attractive layout.  

3) Appropriate visual material is available 
All units in the book contain appropriate visual material. Every unit must 

contain picture as visual material in order to direct students to the 
material.  

4) The materials contain illustration and picture that can help the students to 
understand the topic clearly 

All units in the textbook provide the materials with the illustration and 
pictures, so students can understand the topic clearly. For example, the 
picture shows an elephant. Elephant is one of the animals. Thus, the 
picture of elephant is suitable with the title of the text namely “Talk to the 
Animals”. It means that students can recognize the what the topic 
meaning is based on the picture easily. It is very helpful for students. 

5) The topics and tasks are interesting 
All units provide the interesting topics and tasks based on high school 

students level of SMK. The topic of the book is interesting because it is very 
close to the students’ daily lives. Moreover, it is followed by many clear 
and colourful pictures. Besides, the task is also interesting because there 
are some games and pictures of the task which make it clear and 
understandable to complete.  

6) The instruction is clear 
All units provide the interesting tasks followed the clear instruction, so 

students can easily understand what to do. There are some examples of 
how to answer the question based on the instruction before the students 
answers the question or practice the task.  

7) The content is clearly organized and graded 
All units provide the clear contents which are organized and graded. 

It provides materials and they are graded by task. There are listening and 
speaking activities (spoken) and reading and writing activities (written) 
followed by materials and tasks from easy to difficult. In this book, every 
activity on unit begins with reading or listening activity.  

8) There is periodic review and test section 
All units provide periodic review and test section. It can be seen that 

each unit must have review and test section periodically. For example, it 
can be marked by sub title “Check your progress”. The book provides the 
test to review students’ understanding of the materials. The book provides 
the review and test in four skills, vocabulary and grammar knowledge. 

9) There is plenty of authentic language 
All units have a lot of auuthentic language as the approach used in 

the textbook namely contextual approach. The approach influences the 
language. It must relate to students’ real life or their daily life conversation 
such as mobile phone conversation, shopping, playing, working, etc.  

10) It encourages learners to develop own learning strategies and become 
independent in their learning 

All units encourage learners to develop own learning strategies 
because this book mostly provides interesting task and pictures without 
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completed explanantion of the topic lesson. This book encourages 
students to be independent in looking for wider learning sources. Students 
need to find many materials out of the book because this book only 
present little explanation of the topic and even there is nothing at all. 
However, this book provides many tasks to complete.  

11) It is readily available locally 
This book has been one of book collection in local library of the school. 

It is proved by the book which is from school library and owned by school. 
Moreover, this book has been sold locally with the affordable price. 

 
Meanwhile, there are 9 criteria that are not fulfilled by the textbook, namely; 
1) The objectives are explicitly laid out in an introduction and implemented 

in the material 
There is no introduction in the book, so the objectives cannot be seen 

and implementation as well. It can be seen on the picture of content list 
on page iv below. The textbook provides preface, map of student’s book 
and followed by all units directly.  

2) The topics and tasks are varied and differentiated based on learners’ 
levels, learning stlyes, interest, etc. 

   This criterion is suitable with the principle of the latest curriculum 
nowadays, but this book is not suitable for the principles. The syllabus and 
the book are not connected each other. Based on the syllabus, the 
materials are such as the text of narrative, descriptive, procedure, 
exposition, recount, report and so on. Meanwhile, the book does not 
mention the materials on the book. 

3) The coverage of syllabus is systematic 
Due to the change of curriculum of syllabus, the syllabus cannot 

be systematic with the materials of the book. The book is chosen before 
the changes of the curriculum, so syllabus cannot be synchronic with the 
book materials systematically. On the latest syllabus, the materials are not 
specifically organized and written on the syllabus. Meanwhile, the book 
has provided 14 units systematically. It means that syllabus is not 
connected to the book. 

4) There is good pronunciation explanation and practice 
There is no audio cassette, so the material of pronunciation is not 

provided for students. Therefore, all units do not have good pronunciation 
explanation and practice. 

5) There is good vocabulary explanation and practice 
The textbook provides vocabulary explanation for 12 units. Meanwhile, 

2 more units namely unit 3 and 11 are not included in the book. However, 
the practice of vocabulary is available. 

6) There is good grammar presentation and practice 
All units provide a grammar task or practice, but grammar presentation 

is not clear and detailed, so it cannot be understood by students easily. 
All units do not provide good grammar presentations. The grammar 
presentation is little explanation, and even there is nothing at all.  

7) There is fluency practice in all four skills 
All units provide practice in all four skills which mostly begin from read 

or listen followed by speak and write. It also provides grammar and 
vocabulary practice. The skills in English in Mind is divided into listening, 
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speaking, reading and writing activities. However, writing is very little than 
other skills.  

8) The guidance is adequate for the teacher not too heavy preparation load  
The book does not contain adequate guidance for the teacher. First, 

the textbook does not provide audio cassette for listening and 
pronunciation activity, so teacher should be in heavy preparation load to 
change the materials for it. Second, the textbook does not provide more 
materials in grammar activity, while the book provides many tests to 
complete. Therefore, teacher need to prepare more references as 
materials to guide students in using the textbook. The teacher could not 
depend only on the book. 

9) There is audio cassette 
The book is lent from library and there is no audio cassette given. 

 
Discussion 

Based on the result, the researcher found that the textbook “English 
in Mind Second Edition – Student’s book 3 was classified as fair textbook to 
the criteria of Ur (1996). It could be seen from the level of fulfillment that 
was 55 score. It means that teachers may use the textbook as a reference 
to teach the tenth grader of senior high school.  

There are 11 criteria of 20 criteria that are fulfilled by the textbook 
based on criteria of a good textbook proposed by Ur (1996). The first 
criterion is in terms of approach in the textbook. Most materials of the 
textbook are suitable with the target community namely senior high school 
students. The approach is related to teenager daily life. The materials such 
as diary, weekend activities, GPS, friendship, and loves are acceptable for 
them. They must know about it. Therefore, the textbook can be 
understandable for students of senior high school. 

Next, the criterion is about layout of the textbook. The layout is 
interesting because of the clear print, colorful print and many pictures 
related to illustration of the text. The next criteria are about the materials or 
content, instructions, tasks, and language used in the textbook. Those 
criteria are fulfilled by the textbook. 

Moreover, this textbook also fulfills the criteria where it triggers 
students to be independent. In spite of the weakness of the textbook which 
is little explanantion of materials, the textbook aims to encourage students 
to be independent in seeking and collecting the detailed materials from 
many sources. Students cannot just depend on only one textbook, but they 
also need other sources.   

The last criterion is in terms of availability of the textbook locally. This 
textbook has fulfilled this criterion where this textbook has been one of 
textbook owned by vocational school. It is lent to students for teaching and 
learning English. It means that this textbook has been available locally.  

However, teacher still need some improvements in using this 
textbook for teaching and learning activity. The improvements are caused 
by 9 criteria which are not existed on the textbook as criteria by Ur (1996). 
Those nine criteria are in terms of the objectives, the topics and tasks, 
syllabus, pronunciation explanation and practice, grammar presentation 
and practice, vocabulary bank, the guidance in the textbook, fluency 
practice, and audio cassette. 
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In terms of unavailable criterion of syllabus in the textbook, it must 
be considered carefully because syllabus is an important component in 
the process of teaching and learning. Textbook must be in line with syllabus 
of curriculum. However, it is not easy for teachers to select the textbook 
which is proper with syllabus. Therefore, teacher is recommended to select 
some materials of task from textbook and combine with others as the rest 
of it in order to fulfill the syllabus of the curriculum. 
 

 
D. Conclusion  

    After doing the study in finding whether the English textbook of technical 
vocational high school is suitable to Ur’s criteria. The result shows that the 
textbook meets the criteria by Ur (1996) with score of 55. It means that this 
textbook has level of a fair textbook, so this textbook can be used for 
technical vocational high school. However, the teacher should complete the 
unavailable criteria of textbook by adding the materials or media from others. 

    Based on conclusion of this research, the researcher recommends some 
suggestions as follows. For English teachers, this study can be references 
especially for English teachers who teach senior high school. The textbook 
entitled “English in Mind (Second Edition) Student’s Book 3” can be used as 
learning material but it needs little modifications namely audio of native 
speaker for listening and pronunciation practice, additional materials of 
grammar and connecting to syllabus used nowadays. For students, the 
students should realize that they are learning in system of Education 4.0, so 
students must be independent in learning. For further research, this study is still 
not perfect, so the researcher suggests for the next researcher to find the 
detailed information about this textbook by using other theories of textbook 
assessment. 
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